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Nouns Adjectives Verbs

river still flowed

Example
This picture is of a Canadian mountain range and we are going to use this picture to 
describe our setting:

Step 1: Identify 10 nouns (things) in this picture. What can you see? For example, a river. 

Step 2: Think of an adjective to describe your noun, for example, still. 

Step 3: Think of a verb to go with your noun, for example, flowed. 

sky clear covered

wind cool whistled

clouds wispy collected

mountain tops edgy poked

mountains magnificent stood

snow frosty sprinkled

forest evergreen stood

water’s edge still hung

horizon beautiful stared
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Look at how you have started your sentences. Could you improve your sentence starters?

Now it’s your turn!
Using the table that you have created, start making up sentences, for example, 
“The still river flowed through the mountain range like a snake!

Challenge yourself!

The clear blue sky covered the landscape like a beautifully knitted blanket.
The edgy mountain tops poked through the horizon that stared down at the 
still river, which flowed through the scenery. The cool wind whistled around 
the water and the wispy clouds collected in the sky. The magnificent 
mountains stood proudly. Frosty snow could be seen sprinkled on the top of 
them. The evergreen forest stood like regimental soliders along the water’s
edge.  

The clear blue sky covered the landscape like a beautifully knitted blanket.
Edgy mountain tops poked through the horizon that stared down at the 
still river, which flowed through the scenery. Whistling, the cool wind could 
be felt around the water and the wispy clouds collected in the sky. Standing 
proudly, the magnificent mountains breathed in the air. Frosty snow could be 
seen sprinkled on the top of them. The evergreen forest stood like 
regimental soliders along the water’s edge.


